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Exercise 24

Design a class MonteCarloDeltaHedgedPortfolio that represents a replication portfolio for a European
Option (call) consisting of one riskless bank account, the numeraire N , and a stock S representing the
underlying asset. The class should be declared as

public class MonteCarloDeltaHedgedPortfolio extends EuropeanOption{ . . . }

where EuropeanOption implements AssetDerivativeProductInterface (see Exercise 23). The class
MonteCarloDeltaHedgedPortfolio must implement the method

public RandomVariableInterface getReplicationValueAtMaturity(){ ...}.

Given the evaluation time t0 and the maturity time T , the valuation of this replication portfolio must
be performed by computing the weights φN (tk) and φS(tk) at each discrete-time tk ∈ [t0, T ] for each
path ω using the delta-hedge strategy. At every time-point, the portfolio must satisfy the self-financing
property. Then the method getReplicationValueAtMaturity() must return the random variable
V (T ) = φN (T )N(T ) + φS(T )S(T ).

An example of a similar class is found in BlackScholesDeltaHedgedPortfolio.java under the package

net.finmath.montecarlo.assetderivativevaluation.products

from the finmath lib repository. Please have a look at its method getValue which
overrides the corresponding method of the parent-class. However, you may not
useAnalyticFormulas.blackScholesOptionDelta to compute the delta (the newNumberOfStocks

of the underlying) from this example.

Instead, you must implement your own method that computes the corresponding delta sensitivity
using a first-order finite-difference scheme. For example, you may define the following method:

public double getFiniteDifference(double[] functionValues, double[] evaluationPoints,

double stepSize){ . . . }.

Exercise 25

(a) Implement different types of first-order finite difference schemes, if applicable (e.g. forward, back-
ward, centered).

(b) What are the error-orders of each scheme, in terms of the step size h?

(c) How can you find the machine epsilon? How can you choose the optimal step-size hopt? Compute
the machine epsilon and obtain the optimal step-size.

(d) Modify your class to use a second-order finite-difference scheme to compute the sensitivity.

Please hand in until Wednesday 22.1.2014. Source code and spreadsheet (Excel/Open Office) files may
be saved in your repository shared project folder and checked-in. Alternatively they may be sent to the
following e-mail address: montes@math.lmu.de


